Useful information – How to reach VGTU

Welcome meeting at first day: VGTU campus building II (Saulėtekio al. 11), room 507.

Lectures, feedback session and exams:
Faculty of Fundamental Sciences (Saulėtekio al.11), laboratory building, room L401

Tutorials, workshops, academic presentation, academic writing:
Faculty of Fundamental Sciences (Saulėtekio al.11), laboratory building, room L417, L418, L420, L427

Accommodation: Students’ hostel No 6, Saulėtekio al. 39 A, 10226 Vilnius.
Reception: tel. +370 5 269 8827, Administrator Mr Donatas Jodenis: +370 5 269 8828,
e-mail: donatas.jodenis@vgtu.lt
Website: http://urd.vgtu.lt/en/for-international-students/useful-information/accommodation/

Map 1: From Vilnius airport to the city centre

Vilnius Airport has the added bonus of being just 6 km from the city. You can use public transport (scheduled buses, scheduled taxi (vans), train, taxi).

We recommend a few options:

1. City bus line 2 provides the service from the airport. At „Lukiškės“ stop you have to change the bus to trolleybus line 10 (Saulėtekis direction) and go till the final stop „Senoji plytinė“. From the stop “Senoji plytinė” you will easily reach students’ hostel No. 6, Saulėtekio al. 39 A (see map 3). The bus fare in Vilnius city is 2 Litas if purchased at newspaper kiosks or 2.5 Litas if bought directly from a driver. The fares and schedules can be found at www.vilniustransport.lt

2. Airport Express: Airport-Bus terminal Timetable.
3. A special scheduled train runs between the airport and Vilnius Train station. The railway stop, stairs, and passenger lift are installed just outside the airport terminal, as well as lighting and a video surveillance system for the safety of passengers. A covered pedestrian walkway connects the airport terminal with the railway stop and is lighted during the night. The train fare is 2.5 Litas. The train schedule can be found at www.litrail.lt The train schedule can be found at www.litrail.lt
The train station and the bus terminal are located close to each other. From the Train station trolleybus line 2 (Saulėtekis direction) will take you to the university campus. The stop to get out is “Senoji plytinė” (the last stop).


**Map 2: From the train station/bus terminal to the campus**

**Map 3: University campus**